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Visitors Enioy "Live" Exhibit

AS Students Depart
Sunday for St. Louis

1

Harding's Exhibit Attracts
Most at Space Symposium
I development

By Don Johnson
An exhibit from Harding College
attracted more visitors than any
other exhibit at the Space Symposium and Inventors' Congress,
held at Barton Coliseum in Little
Rock Oct. 30-Nov. 1.
The exhibit by the staff of the
Research Center involved two aspects of the physical fitness program. Other exhibitors said the
local exhibit, which attracted between 3000 and 4000 visitors,
drew well because it was "live."
Study Antimotion Sickness
One part of the exhibit was a
study of antimotion sickness
drugs used in space flight. Those
taking the test worked on the
treadmill before taking the drugs.
The same tests were administered
after the drugs and body changes
were noted.
The Harding exhibit was done
in cooperation with the University of Arkansas Medical School.
The school's Department
of
Pharmacology presented another
aspect of the antimotion exhibit
by showing the effects of the
drugs on psychomotor responses,
such as moving "gadgets" in
dexterity tests.
Chicks Used in Experiment
.Harding also had a glass space.
chamber given by Corning Glass.
One day old baby chicks were
in the chamber, living in an
atmosphere of 79% helium and
21 % oxygen. Chicks were used
because Russian scientists claim
that nitrogen is essential for the

,.

I

of the embryo. If

helium could ~ely ~e subs~i
tthutedd for thefnth1tro~ben idn .~he ailrd,
e .an~er 0
e
en s wou
be elumnated.
Art Department Illustrates
With cartoon-type posters the
Harding Art Department illustrated the scientific story of the
demonstration. The posters were
used as a backdrop for the exhibit.
The exhibitors came from
several states and Washington,
D. C. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration had
an exhibit, and its administrator,
James Webb, spoke to the Congress. Two other speakers were
Col John Stapp, who weathered
many tests of acceleration and
deceleration on the rocket sled
and Dr. Campbell, former directo;
of research at the Aerospace Center ·
Harding was invited to participate in the Congress by the
Arkansas Industrial Development
Commission.

By Ann Camp
A twen:y-one studer:it American Studies group will depart
Sunday, Nov. 15, for St. Louis,
Mo., on the first of the year's
two trips to major metropolitan
centers.
In the past the group has toured such cities as Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, New Orleans
and Dallas.
. Last year the group
d
toure
New Orleans
d C" Vicksburg,
·
.
an
mcmnah. .
The group will leave Sunday
.
afternoon for the four-day trip.

College Acquires
Camp Tahkodah
From Dr. Benson

I

The acquisition of Camp Tahkodah through a gift and purchase arrangement was announc, ed to the Harding faculty and student body Oct. 31 by Lott Tucker,
Business Manager of Harding
CAUGHT IN A DRAMATIC SCENE from "Antigone,'' to be preCollege, who was speaking for
sented Nov. 20-21, are ('from left) Dwight Bawcom, Erlene
the executive committee of the
Laney, Mark Bateman and Tom Reppart.
- PHOTO BY TooKE
Harding College Board of Trustees.
The college plans to continue
the operation of the camp, which
has been owned and operated by
Dr. George Benson since 1942, as
it has been operated over the past
The play stars Erlene Laney as be an acting with little music or few years. The farming operation
on the 1345 acre camp area will
Antigone and Tom Reppart as sound effects.
be directed by the college farm
Creon. Other major characters
The set is designed to add to manager.
are the Chorus, Dalton Eddleman; the psychological starkness and
Picturesque Camp Tahkodah,
Haemon, David Lee; Ismane, bare drama of the play itself. It
Julie Huddleston, and First is, therefore, simple and color- located near Huff, Ark., approximately 40 miles from Searcy, is
Guard, Max Hager.
less.
used primarily during the sumMembers of the cast also inLighting will add to the effect
clude Anna Sue Hinds, Nurse; mentioned by attempting to iso- mer months as a boys camp, but
Ellen McCauley, Eurydice; Mark late each actor from the stage it is also the site of a two week
Bateman, Second Guard; Andy set when he speaks, thereby free- Bible camp for boys and girls and
Saunders, Messenger; and Gil ing him from any physical re- the annual Camp Tahkodah Music
Camp directed by the music deClark, Page.
strictions.
partment of Harding College.
Formal Dress Costumes
Stennis Johnson is in charge Other colleges uses of the camp
Tuxedos and formal gowns with of lighting; the set was construct- include the pre-school conference
a Greek influence will be worn ed by Larry French, Ken Price of the faculty members and outby the cast. Major emphasis will and Andy Saunders.
ings of social clubs on campus.

"Stark., Dramatic. Powerful"

'Antigone'
By Ellis Haguewood

To Herald

The Harding College Speech
Department opens its 1964 season of major productions with
the tragedy "Antigone" Nov. 2021 in the large auditorium.
"Antigone," written in France
during World War II by Jean
Anouilh and adapted for American theatre by Lewis Galantierre,
is a modern accomodation of the
}reek play by Sophocles. Its
~heme is a timeless one: the
lignity and individual worth of
man versus tyranny and political
or moral expediency.
Simple Plot
The plot is simple. Creon, the
King of Thebes, and Antigone,
daughter of Oedipus and niece
of Creon, are the principal
characters. Each represents one
:>f the two conflicting forces stated in the theme of the play, i. e.,
Antigone is the spokesman for
individual dignity, Creon for expediency as the better part of
reason.
Creon has ordered that Polynices, Antigone's brother, shall be
Maurice Franks
left unburied to be mangled and
desecrated by vultures and dogs.
Anyone who attempts to give him
burial is himself to be put to
death.
Antigone Revolts
Antigone revolts against this
inhumane decree and begins to
bury her brother in order that
(according to Greek belief) his
Maurice R. Franks, a senior spirit would not wander forever.
majoring in political science, has She is caught and martyred for
been elected as Justice of the her trouble.
Peace in Gray Township. He is
Admitting the plot itself as
the first independent to represent simple, Director Ben Holland
Searcy on the Quorum Court of nevertheless describes "AntiWhite County.
gone's" psychological import as
Franks will be commissioned by "stark, dramatic and powerful."
Governor Orval E. Faubus and
France During WW II
will be sworn into office in
Mr. Anouilh used the play to
January. Having been notified of represent the French during
his victory, Franks indicated that World War II while France was
he would serve the people rather enduring Nazi occupation. His
than cooperate with special-in- Creon represented the New Order
terest pressure groups.
of Germany and his Antigone was
Victory Statement
France itself.
He said, ''I wish to thank the
In adapting the play for
fine voters of Gray Township and Ame,r ican use, Mr. Galantierre adlet them know that I will make vocates a discerning of what is
every effort to give them the Caesar's and what is God's. Creon
maximum representation they de- and Anti&.o ne make powerful
serve on the Quorum Court, arguments for their respective
which levies tax~ in White positions, and the a u d i e n c e
should weigh these before "takCounty."
In addition to his duties on ing sides."
Williams Assistant Director
the Quorum Court, Franks will
Jim Ed Williams, senior who is
have legal authority to try certain civil cases and lawsuits, to assistant director of the producissue warrants of arrest, sum- tion, says, "J ean Anouilh's 'Antimonses, search warrants, sub- gone' is a play of great power
poenas, judgments involving up and depth. Antigone is concerned with a belief in the existence
to $300 and other court orders.
Presently Commissioner
o f of moral law and the sanctity of
Deeds, Judge-elect Franks is also human dignity, and we, as thinkactive in Civil Defense and is a ing individuals, should also be
member of the Searcy Auxiliary concerned with these same beliefs."
Police.

Harding Student
Victorious in Bid
For Court Seat
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Drama Season

The tour of business centers
will begin Monday morning as
the students visit Monsanto
Chemical Co. In the course of
the day they will also visit a
Federal Reserve Bank and will
hold a conference with Chief
Brostron, the St. Louis Chief of
Police.
To Visit Ralston-Purina
Tue sday, th e group is
· slated
t o t our th e Ral ston-p urma
·
Co ·m
the morning and Gaylord Conta"iner co. ·m th e afternoon
The group will cont"mue
·
·
its
tour of businesses Wednesday as
they investigate the Famous-Barr
Department Store and the Olin
Mathieson Co.
Thursday the group will conclude the tour at the International Shoe Co. before returning
to the campus Thursday night.
Students Traveling
Students journeying to St.
Louis are Jimmy Arnold, Charles
Baird, Hollis Black, David Burks,
Lee Goatley, Cora Sue Harris and
Kenneth Johnson.
Others are Edith Kiser, Faye
Masters, Mary Pebworth, Earl D.
Powell, Merlin Prior, Bob Rader
and Patrick T. Shelbourne.
Bonnie Strawhacker, Lee Underwood, Jr., Johnny Vaughan, Mike
Waters, Lynn Willbanks, Jim Wilson and Ron Young will also
make the trip.
Dr. Clifton Ganus, American
Studies sponsor, will accompany
the group.

I

SA Releases Nine Weeks Report
In accordance with the Student
Association Constitution,
SA
President David Burks has presented a summary of activities
and services carried out by the
SA for this first nine-week
period.
1. Met in pre-school conference
to study activities of past years,
to study current problems, to
plan the year's activities and to
make arrangements for the first
week.
2. Met incoming students at
bus and train depots.
3. Provided information booth
and "hello" cards first few days.
4. Provided refreshments and
music during registration.
5. Sponsored new student mixers.
6. Sponsored first week edition
of the Bison.
7. Held all-school watermelon
party and pep rally.
8. Sponsored "Name the Bison"
contest.
9. Eliminated SA reference
cards in registration line and
made effective the use of the
"Yes Sir! I will help" cards.
10. Selected students for membership on six faculty committees.
11. Cinema-scope screen and
lens installed and put into use;
Saturday night movie program.
12. Dinner held for foreign students and Council.
13. Cabinet selected and put
to work.
14. Select people for invocation before football games.
15. Conducted Leadership
Forum.
16. Conducted elections for upperclass officers.
1 7 . Conducted elections for
freshman class officers and SA
representatives.
18. Submitted possible list of
student chapel speakers to Dr.
Benson.
19. Furnished ice cream tabs

to cafeteria.
20. Made possible the attending of Hamlet in Little Rock.
21. Off-campus events have
been approved and scheduled.
22. Changed movie time to 7:00
p.m.
23. Lily pool devotionals and
religious study program organized.
24. Posted new student pictures.
25. Nominated list of students
to be considered by faculty for
Who's Who.
26. Post minutes, menu, offcampus activities, games, sick,
special announcements, movies,
etc. on SA information board.
27. Have met with the committee concerning Dead Week, to

begin next year.
28. Homecoming: conducted
elections for queen and attendants; sponsored all-school chili
supper at Bee Rock, bonfire, pep
rally and devotional; planned
car caravan; pre-game and halftime ceremonies; printed programs; decorated cafeteria for
dress-up supper; asked Belles
and Beaux to perform; Hootenanny in gym,
29. Held straw election for
President, Governor and Amendment 55.
30. Completed and set into
operation lost-and-found service.
31. Completed plans for victory
trophies for men's and women's
social clubs with highest academic averages.

Agnes Burned
In Tearful Rites
"Agnes is dead." So chanted the hooded Fraters at the
torchlight burial ceremonies
last Sunday night at the campus lily pool.
The somber thud of the
drums and the solemn funeral
march told all Hardingites of
the death of Agnes, the tarantula, who died of an acute
case of starvation.
The weird procession, having a Ku Klux Klan appearence, traversed the campus
mourning the death of Agnes
and ended at the lily pond
for a military burial service.
The survivors were announced
and a short eulogy was read.
The remains of the spider
were cremated at sea-er, poolside, while the bugle corps
ground out a reverent "Taps."
The "naval v~sel" bearing
the flaming corpse floated to
the center amid mournful
sighs.
The sad procession left the
burial grounds, once again to
the funeral march, and the
mourners disbanded.
Agnes is gone.

I

CHI SIGMA ALPHA social club members work at at lining parking spaces in lots around the donns
as their club service project for the year.
. PHoTo sY woRsHAM
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From t he Ec/ifor's Desk:

Chapel Study Habits Indication
Of Stu dents' Lack of Manners
Harding students are often complimented on
their friendliness and good character, but it is time
someone burst our bubble of self-righteousness and
said something of our ill manners in chapel.
Not Studying is Exception
I am surprised and shocked at the number of
students who have formed the habit of reading the
paper or studying during chapel. As Virgil Lawyer
begins to make announcements, students start underlining notes, reading their assignment or writing
letters. Last week during tests it became almost the
exception to see someone not studying.
Many times I wonder what a visiting speaker
who has been told of the virtues of the Harding
students must think as he speaks to heads bent over
books. Thoughtlessly we often put Dr. Benson and
others of Harding College in a very embarrassing
spot.
Rudeness after Bell Rings
The industriousness of studying students is con
tinued as the bell rings and they shut books,
gather everything up and almost leap from their
seats as if they might forget all the answers that
they learned during chapel if they don't hurry to
class. In the meantime, a flustered speaker is trying
vainly to make his last points heard above the rising
rumble.
Time to Re-evaluate
If there are degrees to this matter, I believe
that we have sunk to the lowest point when students
study even during the devotion and religious programs. If a student feels it is necessary to study or
read the paper while the word of God is being read,
he had better re-examine his values of life.
Time for Constructive Action
When some are confronted with this problem,
they fall back on the old stand-by answer, "The
chapel programs aren't any good." Instead of always
issuing derogatory remarks, I would like to suggest
that the ones who speak the loudest (and study the
hardest) should take some action. Clubs are encouraged to give programs and suggestions may be
turned in to your class representatives on the. SA concerning programs.
I am aware that this problem is not a new one,
but it is one which has been virtually ignored for too
long. It is time for Harding students to live up to
their reputation and display a few simple manners
in chapel.
-M.T.

Lining Lots Helps To Prevent
Difficulties in Campus Parking
In noting nwspapers from other campuses it
seems that one of the most generally widespread
problems for colleges is poor or inadequate parking
facilities. We are indeed fortunate that such a serious
problem does not exist here at Harding.
Minor Inconveniences
Yet we do, of course, have some minor parking
problems. At times it is difficult to find a spot for
your car near to your dorm or classroom. Often we
unthinkingly take up two parking spaces with one
car, thus inconveniencing someone else.
Lining Will Help
One of the men's social clubs is carrying out an
excellent project by lining off the parking spaces
around the dorms, and when this is completed, the
situation here will be improved greatly.
As Harding continues to grow, we will doubtless
find this to be more of a problem than it is now. We
commend Chi Sigma Alpha on this project which
will be of great help in the future as well as at this
time. The best way to overcome a problem is to prevent it from becoming a problem at all.
-D.O.
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Associate Editor .................................................... Martha Tooke
Assistant Editor ................................. .................... . Don Johnson
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Subscription price: $2 per year
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'~xpect:at:ion'
By Bob Adams
A child am I, a frightened, tiny,
entity of life.
A nameless sigh caught and held
within the ether of existence.
A breath - a momentary rustling of the eternal air.

Would that I might be as airto ebb and rise and fill the
limitless expanse.
Would that these my material
forms should disolve
And free my soul to commerce
with the universal spirit.
Strong the urge within me wells
at times to expand
And shatter, to crush the molds
that hold me earthwardHands, head, arms, feet - and
rise above life to fuUness.
But a child I am, a son of earth
which gave me form, and air
which gave me spirit.
And I this union must endure a
little longer,
And with patient resignation accept the fetters of my longings.
Yet soon shall come the day of
my emancipation.
Separating, form shall return to
mother earth,
And spirit shall, engulfed, expanding, reunite with eternity.
Rise, spirit!
Shatter, forms!
Come, expectation!

Chapel Policy
Elsewhere - Gasp! Gulp!
Joe Powell, a junior at Wake
Forest College, Winston-Salem,
N. C., was disciplined for reading
a newspaper during Convocation
ceremonies in chapel.
Old Black and Gold, campus
newspaper, learned that several
faculty members who were sitting
in the choir loft saw Powell reading the paper.
The college's executive committee ruled that the student
could avoid a year's suspenson by
agreeing to these terms: Send a
written apology to President
Harold W. Tri b b 1 e, attend
periodical conferences with the
assistant de·a n to discuss conduct
and promise to improve his attitude.
Powell agreed to these conditions.
He had been asked by the committee if he was actually reading
the newspaper or attempting to
show his contempt for compulsory chapel attendance. The student repo·r tedly replied that he
was actually reading the paper.
GULP.

· - - - - - - - - - - T HE SPOKESMAN - -- - - - - ----.

Self-Mastery Essential for Achievement
By
Each college student is what he
is today because of two great
forces, heredity or nature and
environment or nurture; but
what he becomes in the future
depends upon his planning and
determination and is limited only
by his native ability.
Self-mastery is essential for
achievement in any endeavor.
This includes control of one's
time, energy and habits.
"Fool's Gold"
Time is "fool's gold" because
it can so easily slip through one's
fingers. Poor use of time by a
college student leads to poor
marks, then irritability and frustration. Here are some points
which it might help a student to
remember:
1. Try to allot a certain amount
of study time outside class for
each class period.
2. In study periods, always
schedule the m o s t difficult
courses first when you are most
alert.
3. Make sure your work load
is not too heavy for you to have
adequate time to study.
4. Do not procrastinate in filling assignments.
5. Balance your time between
studies and wholesome extracurricular activities.
Energy Capacity Differs
Although each person's daily
time allotment is the same, the
energy capacity is not. The fellow sitting next to you may be
able to run a 4-minute mile but
may find it difficult to sit through
a 50-minute lecture. Here are

K~n

O'Neal

some ways to make the most of
your energy supply:
J.. Find your own "cruising
speed" at which you operate
with maximum efficiency and
with least harm to your health.
Stick with it.
2. Avoid needless expenditures
which will leave you drained,
such as all-night slumber parties
before a big examination.
3. Use relaxation to conquer
tension and to make the most of
your physical and mental energy.
Relax!
Take Time for Self
Set aside a few minutes every
day selfishly for yourself. No one
ever became great without a certain amount of solitude. You may
use this time to indulge in a
quick nap, in listening to your
favorite soft music, in a devotional reading or prayer or in
restful inactivity.
If you are not good enough
company for yourself for a few
short minutes a day, think what
you are inflicting on others the
rest of the day.
Habits - Second Nature
Habit is "a disposition or
tendency, constantly shown, to
act in a certain way." Man is a
creature of habit. Through frequent repetition, an action may
become second nature or involuntary.
Automation can be just as
beneficial as it is harmful.. The
real test of character is not
classifying a habit as harmful
but breaking it.

Dhanarat Discusses ••.

Questions on U. S. Attitudes Toward Asia
By Dhanarat Yongvanichjit
(Editor's note: Dhanarat Yongvanichjit, one of H a r d i n g ' s
foreign students from Thailand,
has posed two questions important to Americans today in their
concepts concerning Far Eastern
policies, and he here comments
on them from an Oriental viewpoint.)

Do American leaders
have the real image of
Asia?
No, much less for the majority
of Americans. This has become
a great concern because of the
role of leadrship they are undertaking in the Free World.
Harold Isaacs, a researcher
working through M.I.T., talked
with each of 181 prominent
American leaders from two to
four hours. He concluded that
these men, many of whom have
considerable inf 1 u enc e upon
American policies, were poorly
informed and often badly biased.
A Nation of Sheep?
Indeed there is much validity
in the statement written by William J. Lederer, the author of
The Ugly American, that "We
(Americans) are acting like a
nation of sheep - not a vigorous
community of bold, well-informed
Americans." The fact is that
most people have been too preoccupied with ethno-centrism to
be truly informed. The technological lag in Asia is often at-

tributed to its "prim it iv e"
society.
How to Measure Worth
In fact, the term "primitive"
would not have been falsely
chosen if we realize that any
civilization's worth cannot best
be measured by its technological
achievements.
As eminent historian Christopher Dawson observed, the importance. of any age is not to
be found in any external monuments, but in the internal
changes in man. Without great
structures there, like the pyramids of ancient Egypt or the
Parthenon of Greece, no technological achievements can long
endure.
The war against Communism
requires not only the will to win,
but also the will to understand
each other among the Free
World.

Is dem ocracy posible in Asia?
Perhaps the right question
should be: Is democracy indispensable in Asia?
Indeed Asia political tradition
has its strongly authoritarian
nature. We learn from history
that some Eastern monarchs
claimed to derive their powers
from Heaven above and not from
the people below.
Loss of Divine Right
But we also learn that Confucius taught that the Chinese

Emperor lost his heavenly mandate if he ceased to be an example of obedience to heaven, if
he neglected the prescribed rites,
and above all, if he became a
tyrant. In fact, he permitted revolution to the lowliest peasant
as the legal instrument for redress. In addition, other religious
philosophies emphasized on the
autonomy of the individual and
the dignity of private opinion.
Western Intervention
Senator Raul S. Manglapus, of
Philippines, said, "If Western
colonists had not intervened in
Asia, we Asians might have developed several indigenous forms
of free societies, not parliamentary, perhaps, not presidential,
but certainly Asian and democratic."
It would be tragic to charge
that Asians are underserving of
freedom , becaus·e they would be
confused as to what they are
fighting for, say, in Viet Nam.
As a result, they may give up
for lack of the will or reason to
fight .
Parallel Development
On the other side of the
world, the development of democracy took a parallel course.
Athens gave Westerners the term
"democracy," but three-fifths of
the population of Athens consisted of slaves.
The right answer is not enough
unless we also ask the right
questions.

Three Good Methods
Three methods of breaking bad
habits are:
1 . Weaning- for body intakes,
time-consuming gossip sessions,
excessive participation in a certain activity, etc.
2. Concomitant dissatisfier for example, bitter quinine to
break the habit of fingernail biting.
3. Substitution putting a
good habit in place of a bad
habit.
Constancy Important
The important thing in habit- .
breaking is con stancy; always apply your selected method whenever possible.
Making good habits automatic
is worthwhile they become
your servants, and you are the
master.
This may' be done by clearly
defining the desired habit, practicing the habit at each opportunity with enthusiasm and determination, beginning immediately and evaluating the habit
periodically you and conditions change.
Boredom is frequently a sign
of faulty work habits. Determine
the fallacies in your routine,
eliminate the bad habits and substitute good h abits which will be
your allies - your servants not only in college but also
thereafter.

J

SA Constitution
Changes Outlined
Due to the omission of the
amendments to the SA Constitution in the Student Handbook,
the following amendments are
listed for the information of each
student.
1. Change Articl'e IV, Section 3,
to read: "An officer of the Association may not also serve as
president of his class concurrently."
2. Change Article IX, Section
4, to read: "Proposed amendments, approved by t he President
of t he College, must appear. . ."
3. Change Article III, Section 1,
to read: · "The officers of the Association shall be a President, a
Vice-President, a Secretary, and
a Treasurer , who sh all. .. " Other
articles affected: Article III, Sections 4 and 5, separated into
their respective duties (Article
III, Section 4, includes the first
three duties outlined in that
section in the Constitution. Section 5 is created by this amendment and included in it are the
fourth and fifth points in Section
4 of the original Constitution. A
third point is added: "3. To serve
as a member of the Executive
Council.") Other articles affected: Article IV, Section 2 (wording); Article V, Section 7,
(wording).
4. Change Article IV, Section
1, to read: "The President and
Vice-President shall have . completed 75 semester hours... "
5. Change Article V, Section
4, to read: . "Regular election of
officers of the association shall
be held on the last Tuesday of
April."
6. Change Article VI, Section 1:
"There shall be no representative of graduate students elected
to
the
Executive
Council."
(Adopted Spring semester, 1964.)

)
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A long-needed systematic lostand-found service and two floating trophies for social club academic achievements were unveiled last week as two completed
projects of the Student Association .
The lost-and-found service is
a project which was begun last
year but which was delayed because of difficulties in getting a
cabinet built. The new cab inet
now is in the St udent Center, and
items which have been found are
to be displayed there.
Students recognizing items belonging to them should call for
their articles immediately after
chapel each day, when the cabinet will be opened. Articles not
reclaimed after three weeks will
be disposed of for worthy purposes.

*
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Debaters Return
From First Meet Summer Work in Tanganyika Creates
Memories for Three I-larding Juniors

Two SA Proiects Completed
Two floating academic trophies,
one each for men's and women's
social dubs, will be given at the
conclusion of each semester to
the clubs having the highest
grade point average for t hat
semester.
The new awards are not to be
confused with the annual Omega
Phi award, which is given to the
single club with the highest
average for the entire year.
In compiling the averages, inactive members for the entire
semester will not be considered,
as neither will be members who
drop out of school during the
semester.
Any club winning the award
three times consecutively will
receive the trophy permanently,
and a new trophy will be purchased for competition.

Continuing the outstanding efforts of previous Harding debaters, the debate team completed
its first competitive effort of the
year at the T. C. U. Tournament
in Fort Worth, Tex. Held on
Nov. 6-7, 150 teams representing
14 states competed in the debates.
The senior teams debating for
Harding included Jimmy Arnold,
Bob Rader, Andrea McAllister
and Ron Young. Debating on the
junior teams were Chuck Mill&,
Jack Roberts, Connie Taylor and
Bill Oliver. The teams debated
the issue
Resolved: The
Federal Government should establish a national program of public
work for the unemployed.
The team began the year by
participating in a workshop
sponsored by Phi Kappa Delta
at Central State College in Edmund, Okla. They also attended
a second workshop at Little Rock
University, on Nov. 14.
Future programs include the
annual debate workshop held for
high school students. This year
will be the tenth conse<:Utive year
that Harding has supported this
program, The workshop will be
held on Dec. 4 at Little Rock
Central High School.

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark;

By Sherry Balthrop
"Muzuri sana kabisa, " three
words from the Swahili language which is spoken in East
Africa, means "Everything is
very, very good." Sonny Guild,
Mike Curry, and Roy Deaver
have decided that everything
was very, very good during the
six months they spent in Tanganyika. As members of a large
missionary team, they baptized
1,052 African people and gained
valuable experience in working
with the natives.
Recruits for Bush Country

In November of 1962 Brother
Eldred Echols returned from
East Africa to find two boys who
would be willing to work with
him in the bush country of
Tanganyika. Twelve college boys,
six from Abilene Christian College and six from Forth Worth
"AND TIIlS IS WHERE you sit down," explains Sonny Guild
Christian College, were more
to Mike Curry (center) and Roy Deaver, as they examine the
Octane Blended Gas
than willing to offer their serhandmade African stool they brought back from their summer
vices. So Brother Echols began
in Tanganyika.
- PHOTO BY WORSHAM
Student Discount 2c Per Gallon
arranging for them all to make
Unusual Delicacies
Rome and enjoyed authetic
the trip.
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Italian food, rode camels in
The food was a unique part of
Belongings Sent Ahead
401 S. MAIN
CH 5-9796
Cairo, climbed mountains in
The debaters also plan to atThey began securing passports, Zurich, Switzerland, and almost the trip. The boys were treated
tend a tournament at Birming- camping equipment, clothes, and lost their passports in Zanzibar. to many unusual delicacies such
iJIJllllllllllCIJllllllllllCllllllllllllDllllllllllllCllllllllllllCJllllllllllllUlllllllllllltlllllllllllllClllllllllllllCllllllllllllUllllllllll~ ham, Ala., in mid-December.
the necessary innoculations. All When they arrived in Africa and as impala steak, cobra steak,
their belongings had to be ship- began setting up their camp, water buffalo steak, and tender§
§
of warthog. They have dec
= +•-n11 - 11n-1111-1tH-ra1-i.11- 1m- 1111- 1111 - 1+ ped by March 15, almost four the most exciting time of the loin
cided that the things they really
Ii!
i~ months before the boys them- whole trip began.
enjoyed eating most of all were
selves had to leave.
§
§
Work Begins
the chocolate pies that the woThe day they life, nearly three
i•
i! hundred people from the Fort In groups of two the boys be- men fixed whenever they could.
c
§
Worth-Dallas area filled one gan to preach in the outlying vilThe food they missed most of
room of the airport to wish lages. They spoke in the native all, however, was the good old
tongue,
Swahili,
and
showed
efthem well. As they boarded the
American hamburger. The boys
plane the group sang, "God Be fective slides to their audiences. also missed malts, and on their
With You Till We Meet Again." At the same time, they were monthly trips to town the group
studying the existing world re- of twelve would order anywhere
Exciting Travel
ligions to gain a better under- from twenty-four to thirty-six of
Before arriving at D a r e s standing of the people with the biggest shakes they could
FLOWERS
Salaam, the capitol of Tan- whom they were working.
find.
ganyika, the group stopped at
Their experiences were unusual
I
32 Congregations Established
and varied. They had several
CORSAGES
chances to hunt and fish for
The group established thirtygame. A leopard hunt proved to two new congregations, traveled
be quite an experience for some many thousands of miles, and
I=
i!
of them. Also bagged were a met many people with whom
PLANTS
!
1,500 pound antelo·p e, a water they hope to come in contact
buffalo and several ten-pound again.
catfish.
Sonny, Roy, and Mike all plan
T
tJllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllllllllllllllllt! to return to Africa as soon as
1213 E. Race
South Main
§
§ possible to continue their misc
sionary efforts. They feel that
and Park Avenue
i
CH 5-3723
~c: Moved to New Location ~ the six months they spent in
c
§ Tanganyika was invaluable to
Gulf Products
them as preachers and as indivi~
~s dual Christian workers.
i
I
§
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All Name Brands in Sterling,
Crystal and China
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Engraving Watch and Jewelry
Repair of all Kinds
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Pepperdine Year in Europe Program
college students.
Classes taught in English by Pepperdine
faculty, led by Professors Fred Casmir
and Jerry Hudson.
Emphasis on European culture, institutions,
history.
Opportunity to enroll at one of Germany's
great universities - Heidelberg.
Association with congenial group from Pep-
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perdine and other colleges.
Four-day weeks for classes, permitting travel
to major cities of Europe.
Worship with German Christians.
Credit terms available, with payment after
graduation.
Work transferrable for <'ed;t.
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South Vermont at 79th ::· J- l

~:: Angeles, CaUI. 90044
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Interview Maiors
Dr. W. L. Roy Wellbome, Director of Placement, announces
that Mr. J. D. Hulster of the St.
Louis office of the Arthur Anderson & Go., an international firm
of accountants and auditors, will
be on campus tomorrow to interview senior accounting majors fo r
positions with the company.
Mr. Hulster will also be glad
to talk to junior accounting
major s.
The Placement Office suggests
that each student who wishes to
be interviewed should prepare a
personal data sheet containing a
list of the student's accomplishments and activities.
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STOTT'S DRUG STORE
Featuring
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

For All Your Drug Needs See Stott's Drug

cJOB~s

'K,estaurant

TOWN & COUNTRY

The 3 R's of Good Eatin9

Finest In White County

Serving good Food for 28 Years

ACROSS FROM WHITE COUNTY MOTOR
HIGHWAY 67 EAST
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Margaret Ashton, Society Editor

Studying, Unwinding Have l-lappy Medium
The formidable ninth week is over! Most of those dreaded tests are past, and some
are through studying until thirteen weeks. Others are still pushing themselves and
don't take out the time to unwind and really put themselves in condition to do their
best studying. Somewhere in-between is the so-called golden mean or happy medium.
It is necessary for everyone to do as to provide good competition.
some unwinding and relaxing
Take Advantage of Weather
after a long hard week of pushThe beautiful autumn weather
ing to the limit, but not to the offers a great incentive to get
point that it is the only thing out and ride bicycles or just hike
around and enjoy the scenery,
being done.
There are many ways of relax- knowing that it won't be long
ing and forgetting al:xmt tests, before the weather is not so nice.
The swings provide an already
chapters to read and others assignments for a while - at least popular place for relaxation and
long enough to be rejuvenated; getting acquainted. Little needs
to be said encouraging their use,
one has only to find them.
because it is wide-spread already.
Third Functions Fun
Music Relaxes
The up-coming third functions
Music provides a wonderful
for club members are helpful.
Often the games, the fun and' way of relaxation. Stretching out
with a stack of records on the
laughter, and the short trips off
campus are enough relaxation.
Also there is the ever-popular
Rook which offers enough challenge to be interesting but is a
lot of fun. Everyone has time to
take out to spend it on something like this.
Nothing Like Exercise
Physical exercise is a good way
to relax. That may sound impossible to some, but it helps to
get out there and take out one's
frustrations and anxieties on the
volleyball, football, tennis, or
whatever it may be. It may result in fatigue, but one sleeps
better and feels better in the
long run. The club and intramural programs are designed
partially for this purpose as well

record player or the radio on is
so comfortable it will often put
one to sleep, as if a lullaby is
needed to induce that little-used
but most effective form of relaxation. Playing the guitar or piano
or singing provides other ways of
enjoyment and distraction.
Plan an Evening
Dates, movies or programs provide places · to go. One expert
merely suggests that one go out
for unwinding and to plan an
exciting evening. The anticipation
of an evening of fun and activity
decreases fatigue.
The ways mentioned for relaxation are not the only ones. It
takes only a bit of ingenuity to
'ind ways to enjoy oneself without wasting too much time and
yet feeling refreshed and happy
I afterwards. Unwinding sure l y
helps when its time to hit those
books again.

Petit Jean Outing Site
For Zeta Rhos, Dates

Fourteen Men's Social Clubs Welcome New Initiates
Sub-T-16
McClellan, Pat Shelbourne and
Johnny Miller.
Sub-T-16 accepted as members
Koininia members are Robert Ken Glass, George Holcomb,
Berry, Terry Mizell, Horace Ham- John Kerby, David C. Pearce,
by, Charles Campbell, Ken Car- Marvin Robertson, Harry Risonpenter, Keith Whitney, Allan ger, Steve Schlotzhauer, Ken
Eldridge, Barry Erskine, Joel Tillman, Denny Willard, Mike
White, Bob Stephenson, Derald Lawyer, Roy
Deaver, Ma x
Ailes, Roger Boyd, Jimmy Kee, Edrington, Lonnie Gardner, Joe
Tommy Duncan, Bill Grant and Higginbotham, Wayne Shappley,
Mike Alexander.
Ken Pittman, James Sears and
Larry Lawson.
Lambda Sigma
New members of Lambda
TNT
Sigma are Jack Brock, Tom
New members of TNT are
Douglas, Glen Fann, William
Forsythe, Curtis Ham i 1 t on, Gailyn Van Rheenen, Larry WillArthur Hudkins, David Hunter, iams, Doyle Prestridge, Carroll
Jimmy Love, Tom Milton, Gary Hargrove, Larry Griffith, Lynd.al
Parrish, Johnny Prysock, Ken Dale, Jimmy Gowen, Mike Curry,
Starr, John Whitfield and Johnny Sonny Guild, Lloyd Yingling,
John White, Sidney Roper, ChesRuddick.
ter Baird, Dan Smith, Keith
Mohican
New Mahicans are Ron Barnes, Straughn, John Heard, Don
Daniel and Larry Sheehy.
John Broderhauser, Jerry Cherry,
Larry Culbreath, Dee Didrickson, Mickey Twyford, Bob Coburn, Jim Howard, Tim Keathley,
DO ALL YOUR
David Lee, Phil New, Ken Price,
Chi Sigma Alpha
Danny
Nix,
Kirk
Mann,
Dale
Ely,
New members of Chi Sigma
GROCERY SHOPPING
Alpha are Andy Saunders, Keith James Street, Alvin Fowler, Ron
Killen,
Gary
Frank,
John
SkinMcMullen, Berry Moore, Gil
at
Clark, Max Safley, R i ch a r d ner, Jim Ponder, Mike Frampton
and Bill Womac.
Partezana and Ray Williams.
Pioneer
Delta Iota's new members are
Those who pledged Pioneer are
David Baker, Mike Boyd, Johnny
McGinnis, Brent Graves, Bruce Jerry Brown, Dennis Burk, Lavon
Phillips and Puckdee Pramul- Carter, Ray Dooley, Ken Ellingwood, Bob Erickson, James Henwong.
drix, Mark Miller, Dwight RutFrater Sodalis took in as members Donnie Taylor, Dana Gar- ledge, John Tooke, John Vincent
rett, Ron Parsley, Parker Gunn, and Don Hoadley.
Sigma Tau Sigma's new memJohn Barron, Virgil Knox, Ken
Hollingsworth and Lewis But- bers are Bill Stokes, Jim Green,
Dennis Manuel, Larry George,
terfield.
Gary Kelly, Randy Craig, Wayne
Craig, Phil Griffin, Danny Coston, Chuck Couch, Bill Malone,
Ted Norton and James Florence.

As a result of pledge week,
the men's social clubs have officially admitted their new members. New members of AEX are
Charles Lycardi, Danny Grantham. De Simpson, Mike Jones,
Ron Friburg, Allen Hite, Richard
Hinton, Wayne Smith and Bill
Haines.
APK's new members are Kent
Smith, Glen Whitaker, Bobby
Smith, Glen Smith, Ed Thornton,
Don Collins, Sam Bates, Ken
Brown, Ronnie Brown and Al
Moore.
Beta Phi Kappa
Beta Phi Kappa accepted as
members Larry Aaron, Jim Anderson, Glen Barber, C. A. Kuykendall, Mickey Craton, Bill
Daily, Perry DeGraw, William
Dempsey, Sam Hester, Rodney
Kendrick, Butch Kent, Bob Limburg, Gary McDonald, Jim Stone,
Dale Work, Jim Scudder, Merlin
Prior, Jerry Looney and Mike
Tumlinson.

White House
Grocery &
Market

BRONNIE'S
Beauty Salon
611 EAST CENTER

Belles and Beaux Group
Gets Six New Members
Six students have been chosen
as new members of the Harding
Belles and Beaux for this school
year. They inc 1 u de three
sopranos and one each of alto,
tenor and bass.
Sopranos are Jana Orr, junior
voice major from Lubbock, Tex.,
Judy Fagan, freshman music
major from Kennett, Mo.; and
Sandy Stone, junior home economics major from Navasota, Tex.
Alto is Faye Bush, a sophomore
art major from Talihina, Okla.
Keith Straughn, a junior music
education major from Kansas
City, Kan., is the new tenor, and
the bass addition is Dan Smith,
a St. Francis, Kan., music education major.
These six join the following
students who are already members of Belles and Beaux for this
semester:
Anita Smith, Linda Risinger,
Charolette Chitty, JoLee Thayer,
Anita Green, Methel Bales, Margie Jacques, Marilyn Cobb, Patsy
Smith, Shirley Johnson, Jim Ed
Williams, Jim Stanley, Harding
Burton, Phil Dixon, Ben Huey,
Earl Davidson, Benny Gooden,
Cliff Ganus, Dennis Organ, David
Bales and Merlin Prior.

Let Bronnie,
Peggy, or Jani c;e
Style Your Hair

PHONE CH 5-2784
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East End
Barber Shop
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Joe Cunningham
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Raymond Hill
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1515 E. RACE STREET
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WELCOME TO HARDING
While You are in Searcy, Make the

• Private Dining Room
for Banquets and Parties
• Breakfast -

Lunch -

IB3lUJJR<GH8IR

Dinner

Your Headquarters For Good Food.
MR. AND MRS. W. H. McMIKLE
PHONE CH 5-3596

I

HIGHWAY 67 EAST

I
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BEN FRANKLIN'S

.

Best People

Your Friendly Variety Store
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In The World Are Our Customers
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SOCIAL CLUBS

~

SHOP AND SAVE AT

See Herman West
for your printing

needs ....

l_c
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Where Your Dollar Has More Cents

Bids
• Invitations
• Ribbons
• Envelopes

• Letterheads
• Programs
•
• Notice Cards

Wedding Invitations
and Photographs
Banquet Photographs

Harding College

PRESS
Herman West, Mgr.
{on the campus)
1213 East Center
Phone CH 5-4431

CH 5-2964 ~

§ SEARCY
A payday In Europe can help
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WORK

IN EUROPE

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
- Every r egistered student can
get a job in Europe through ~he
American Student Information
Service, and the first 5000 applicants receive $250 travel grants.
It is possible to earn $300 a month
from a job selection that includes
lifeguarding, child care and other
r esort \Vork, office, sales, shipboard, farm and factory work.
Job and travel grant applications
and complete details are available in a 36-page illustrated booklet which students may obtain by
sending $2 (for the booklet and
airmail postage) to Dept. N,
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

II•••••••••••-'"'

PORTRAITS .... when
you want the BEST

*
*

Dry Cleaning (Special)
Two for the Price of ONE
ALSO - Cleaning, Pressing,
Alteration, Wet Wash, Fluff Dry,
Finished Service

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Wm. WALKE'R STUDIO
CH 5-3298

On the South Side of the Square

Wm. F. Furner, Manager

.J

Mohican, Galaxy Grab Advantages
As Club Flag Football Finals Near
By Larry Yurcho
Club flag football completed its
semifinal bracket with only two
teams remaining u n b e a t e n,
Galaxy in small club and Mohican
in large club.
In the top match of the round,
Bill and Bob Pearcy broke
through the usually strong Beta
Phi Kappa defense for four long

Semi-finals Results
In games Tuesday and Wednesday, Pioneer advanced to
the finals by topping Fraters,
8-0, in the small club bracket,
and Beta Phi got another
chance at Mohican by squeezing by Sub-T in an overtime,
6-0.
Pioneer's score came on a
pass from Webb to Carter,
covering 20 yards. Pioneer
and Galaxy now meet in the
finals. Beta Phi took a dvantage of a sleeper pass from Rob
Barber to brother Glen to
tally the only socre in the
tight Sub-T-BPK defensive
battle.

•

runs and won 26-12. On the first
play from scrimmage, Bob scooted through the right side for 20
yards and the TD. The extra
point failed. Beta Phi punted.
Bill Pearcy then went up the

FAMILY
SHOE STOR'E

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

middle and out on a beautiful 45
yard play. The extra points were
scored on a Pearcy to French
pass.
Betas Bounce Back
In the second half Beta Phi
came roaring back on a 25 yard
pass play from Glen B11rber t o
Louis Stepter and the score read
14-6. With about ten minutes remaining, Rob Barber hit Stepter
again and the lanky end raced
45 yards for the TD. The extra
points again failed.
The score stood at 14-12 until
with about two minutes left, Bill
Pearcy broke up the middle on a
35 yard run and ran the count
to 20-12, Mahicans.
Bill Pearcy Scores
With time running out,
Indians intercepted a pass
got to their own 35. Bill again
cracked the middle of the line
and raced 45 yards for the score.
The extra point again failed, but
the Mahicans dealt BPK its first
loss in two seasons, 26-12.
Stepter and Ben Kail played
outstanding defensive football
throughout the game for Beta
Phi, while the Mahicans got good
offensive blocking from Mike
Waters.
Sub-T Over APK
In the losers' bracket, Sub-T
romped over Alpha Phi Kappa,
28-6. Ryan Touchton and Jimmy
Paul paced the Sub-T attack as
Touchton raced for two long TD's
and Paul blocked a punt for
another score. Ex-varsity back
William Tucker scored the other
Sub-T TD on a 4 yard run.
Touchton ignited the boatmen
with a sparkling 70 yard TD
early in the game. He also scored
on a 40 yard play and the extra

Randcraft Shoes for
Young Men

EXTRA CARE FOR
YOUR HAIR

Fiancees
Miss Wonderful

WYATT
Barber Shop

Poll Parrot Shoes
For Children

BY GARY LUCAS

Balance is the by-word in the AIC this year. Th~
team that improves the most over this season will be the
team to beat next year. That's the story of Arkansas
Tech's rise to the top spot. Improvement- more improvement than the rest of the AIC powers, ASTC and Hender-

THIS ONE DIDN'T GET AWAY from Beta Phi Louis Stepter as
he displayii both rags grabbed from Mohican Bill (or is it Bob?)
Pearcy in their game Monday. Bob and Bill led Mohican to a
26-12 victory over Beta Phi, while Stepter starred for BPK.
. PHOTO BY WORSHAM

points were scored on a Paul to
Dave Lawyer pass.
APK Scores on Pass
APK scored its lone TD on a
short pass from Whiddon to Al
Moore. The extra point try failed.
APK got a good defensive performance from Glenn Randolph.
Galaxy Defense Holds
In small club action, the strong
Galaxy defense maintained its
perfect record and the Fraters
succumbed, 26-0. The starm.en
bombed the Frater secondary

L & M
CONOCO

120 WEST RACE

W00D·f REEM AN
LUMBER COMPANY

•

Harding Students Welcome

•

Brake job and tune up

e

Free Pick up and Delivery

Louis Butts CH 5-9642

Mike Sims
923 E. Race

and scored all of its TD's through
the air.
Bob Pitner passed to Boggs for
their first score, to Paul Gardner
for the second, to Charles Carter
for the third and Bill Dye tallied
the final TD. Pitner also passed
to Dye to score the extra points.
The only bright spots for th£
Frater team came from its two
fine defensive ends, Chuck Buck
and Jerry Bolls.
Pioneer Wins Close One
In the losers bracket, Pioneer
squeaked by Koinonia, 14-12.
Each team played a good game
but the difference was the extra
point pass from Webb to Dennis
Burt following the first TD.
Pioneer took the opening kickoff
and drove with Tony Webb scoring on a ten yard run. Lavon
Carter caught another pass from
Webb to account for the frontiersmen's scoring.
Koinonia took advantage of a
bad center on a Pioneer punt
and got the ball over from the 3
with Clair McKean carrying. Al
Eldridge scored the other TD on a
10 yard run up the middle.
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• Johns-Manville Products
• Coleman Heating
• Benjamin Moore Paints

~

~

CH 5-3591

400 SOUTH LOCUST

5

f?IDELINE
~ SIDELIGHTS

Two Barbers On
Monday and Saturday

305 NORTH SPRING
East Side of Square

*

CITY TIRE SERVICE
New Tires -

Retreading -

Front End Alignment

895 South Main

CH 5-4620

>on. As this year closes one
finds most coaches and far
looking to the future, counting
~heir departing seniors and eval.iating the potential of freshmen
and sophomores.
TWO AIC TEAMS stand out
as potential trouble-makers in
~he AIC next year Southern
State and Harding College. The
\foleriders from Southern State
joJlege are making a strong bid
for a second place tie this ye'ar
and with a comparatively young
;earn.. They will be tough next
year.
HARDING WILL HAVE to find
·eplacements for all-AIC candilates Morgan Outlaw and Porter
Ragsdale. The departure of end
1oy McGee will leave a vacancy
;hat also must be filled. Boasting the finest group of freshmen
potential of any seen at Harding
since the school launched its intercollegiate programs in the
gridiron sport, the Bisons could
well come up with the right
personnel from next ye·a r's sopho•
mores.
OUTLAW WILL undoubtedly
be the hardest to replace. Morgan is "Mr. Everything" at Harding. If Coach Prock needs an
offensive guard to do the job on
a particular play, Morgan is there
ready to go in. Maybe an offensive end or tackle needs a talk
from the bench. In goes Outlaw
for as long as he's needed.
Besides this invaluable service
Morgan Outlaw affords he is the
finest defensive linebacker in the
AIC. Few tackles are make without the help of the senior standout. His greatest game this year
must be the fine effort he put
forth in the game against Ark' n.sas A & M.
RAGSDALE IS SIMPLY and
precisely the big stopper on the
line. The 235-pound tackle permits no one to run over, around
or through him when he's on the
line.
McGee loves to block and loves
the contact in the rough sport
of football. He's also got a fine
pair of hands to make him one
of the better ends in the AIC.
THE BISONS HAVE a quarterback who can move the team
downfield. He has all the motions
and equipment to be a great
quarterback, but what the
coaches like best about Jimmy
Howard is that he's only a
sophomore. Howard will be

around for at least two more
years to harrass the AIC teams
the Bisons face.
ADD TO HOWARD any of
Richard Davis, Steve McAfee,
John Skinner, Kirk Mann, Kenny
Glass or Kent Smith and the
sum can equal one thing trouble for opponents and ground
gained for the Bisons.
Next year may not find the
Bisons on top, but they will certainly be a contender.

I
~

~

*' * *

THIS SATURDAY'S GAME will
be the feature match on the AIC
card. The Wonder Boys from
Arkansas Tech will be protecting
their AIC lead while seven other
v~hools will be rooting for the
Bisons to pull off a major upset
and spoil Tech's unblemished
record. The Bisons would like to
end the season with a good taste
in their mouths.
SCHOOL SPIRIT may play no
greater role than the one it plays
in this Saturday's game. A fired.up Harding eleven could do what
the rest of the conference is
hoping for but considers quite unlikely.

Students Prepare
Kensett Effort
The second annual Kensett
Campaign, under the sponsorship
of Mr. Neale Pryor, will be held
Nov. 15-20 at Kensett. During the
week a student lectureship will
also be conducted with students
Gary Brock, Earl Davidson,
Richard Hughes, Doug Kostowski,
James Mays and Terry Smith
speaking on various topics.
The actual door-to-door campaign wi!I be carried on by 40
students who have been meeting together for the past month
to familiarize themselves with
personal evangelism in the Kensett area. This phase of the work
will consist of distributing religious tracts and arranging personal Bible talks to be held at a
later date.
Pat Hile, chairman of the student campaign committee, announces that the main purposes
of the campaign are to leave a
spirit of good will toward the
church and to locate prospects
for the local congregation to contact.
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See

EUBANKS AGENCY
207 East Market

CH 5-5838
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Jacqueline and Connie Shoes

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
SHOE BOX
Welcome Students

West Side of Square
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ALLEN'S QUALITY BAKERY
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Birthday Cakes
Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Specialties
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f 113 East Center
i

CH 5-2875
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NATIONAL FABRIC SHOP
"For the

ERNEST WILSON and JEFF WILKERSON

Security

Bank

BARBERS
invite you to visit

MODERN BARBER SHOP

Friendly, Progressive, Reliable

One Block North of Campus

Best in
Fabrics,

Shop

Let Us Help You
With All Your Banking Needs
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Hardware -

Langleys''

1200 East Market

Furniture -

Housewares -

;===

Appliances

Quick Monogram Service
PHONE CH 5-5831

.•

1311

East Race

FREE PARKING

CH

5-4611
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THE HARDING .BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Nov. 12, 1964

BPK New Leader OCU, Fort Hays State Top
InBowling League Bison Runners in Tri-Meet
By Larry Yurcho

BISONS OF THE WEEK are .halfback Loverd Peacock, senior from Tiptonville, Tenn., and Mike
Plummer, sophomore defensive haHback from M assiJon, Ohio.
- PHoTos couRTEsY PR oFFJcE

Tech Looking for
Conference Title
In Saturday Game

Reddies' 20 -6 Victory Snaps
Bison Winning String at Two
By Gary Lucas
A fired-up squad of Henderson Reddies, protecting their bid
for at least a second place tie
in the AIC standings, could do no
wrong as they ended the Bisons'
winning streak at two by a 20-6
margin.
After losing to Arkansas A&M
two weeks ago Henderson saw
the lights really go out on their
first place bid as Arkansas Tech
showed the Reddies why they
are No. 1 on the next Saturday.
With those two defeats still
fresh in mind Henderson methodically and soundly beat the
black-and-gold.
Reddies Hit Paydirt
The Reddies drove 54 yards in
nine plays the first time they got
the ball, including a 21-yard run
by Troy Tison. After fullback
Jim Goode drove over from the
two for the TD Tison converted
for the only first quarter score.
In the second quarter a pass
interception led to the Reddies's
second score. Tison missed the
conversion. The third quarter
found the Henderson boys marching 57 yards in 13 plays with
halfback Jim Rankin scoring the
touchdown from three yards out.
Again Tison converted.
Peacock Gallops for 63
Harding's touchdown came in
the third period as a result of
Mike Plummer's second pass in-

terception. Plummer picked off
the aerial on his own three yard
line and was stopped quickly.
The Bisons fought to their own
37 when senior halfback Loverd
Peacock saw daylight and galloped the last 63 yards to paydirt.
Tison gave the Bisons's defense fits as he amassed the
greatest total yardage of any
back to face this year's Harding
squad. The fleet halfback racked
up 103 yards on the ground. No
other back had been able to
gain more than 79 yards against
the tough Bison defense.

Plummer Intercepts Two
Plummer's two interceptions
ran his total to eight. The defensive back has a tremendous
knack for stepping in front of
the receiver at the right time to
pick off errant pasess.
Peacock looked like the back
he has been in the past. Hampered by a head injury since earlier
in the season the senior halfback
gave all indication of recovery as
he carried the ball six times
gaining 73 yards on three ground
plays and connecting on two of
three passes for an additional 40
yards.
All AIC eyes will be trained
toward Searcy this Saturday as
the Bisons meet top-ranked, undefeated Arkansas Tech. An upset will make a shambles of the
conference standings.

Arkansas Tech's Wonder Boys
roll into Searcy Saturday nigh t
for the final game of the season
to meet Harding's Bisons, the
last roadblock between them and
the AIC championship.
A Bison upset of the highlytouted Wonder Boys would deal
Tech a severe blow and throw
the conference race into a freefor-all. With nothing to lose t he
Bisons should be able t o play a
wide open game in seeking their
third victory of the season.
Tech will be sporting some fine
runners in halfbacks J erry Lawrence and Mike Smith. Lawrence
was the big man in Tech's important win over Teachers as he returned the second half kickoff
85 yards for a score.
Boasting two good quarterbacks in Barry Kincannon and
Donald Bebee, Tech's formidable
offense will be anxious for a convincing victory. Bebee steered
the Wonder Boys' offense in the
ASTC victory.
Defensive standouts in past
games have been end Gary Lee
and halfback Higgins.
The Bisons carry a 2-7 record
into the last game of the season
at Alumni Field at 7:30.

The three top teams suffered
losses at the hand s of t h e lower
teams, but Beta Phi Kappa suffered least and moved into first
place in clu b bowling.
Last week's top club, Galaxy,
was beaten 3 to 1 by Independents 1 as Dave Smit h and Garry
:>arrish paced the team. They got
;ood support from Craton and
wercame t h e fine effort of Bill
l'rickey's 533. The starmen now
trail BPK in total pins; each has
won 20.
DI, BPK Split
Delta Iota beat Beta Phi twice
but BPK still managed to move
into first place for the first t ime
3ince the opening week. Paul
..1:cDaniel led th e Delta men with
:i. 493 while Larry Yurcho was
'ugh for BPK with a 529. The
')elta club won the first game
by only a seven pin margin.
Pioneer Bops Sub-T
Sub-T absorbed three losses at
the h ands of the Pioneers. Tony
Webb con tinued to pace the
frontiersmen as he had a 489.
Sub-T su b Mike Lawyer had a
455 to lead the boatmen's efforts.
In the final match of the schedule, Independents 3 dumped
last week's second place team,
Independents 2, 4-0. Barry Erskin had a nice 521 as the independent squ ad m oved from fourth
to third. The best score No. 2
could come up with was Bill
Grant's 452.
Standings following t h e eighth
week are:
20
20
19
18
16
16

Beta Phi Kappa

Galaxy
Independents 3
Independents 2
Indepedents 1
Sub-T-16
Pioneer
Delta Iota

11

9

12
12
13
14
16
17
21
23

.-------------

BRUCE SHERROD'S

DX STATION

After winning cross-country
m eets righ t and left since early
in the season, Harding's team
finally met its match, but it took
t he two top-ranked schools in
the country to turn the trick of
beating the Bisons.
In a triangular "meet of giants"
last Saturday at Oklahoma City
University Harding fell for the
second tim e this season to t he
experienced and talented runners
from OCU and Fort Hayes State,
Kan. OCU, who won the meet, is
the top-ranked team in the
NCAA, and Fort Hays has the
n umber on e rating among NAIA
schools.
The Bisons had lost earlier in
the season to both teams in an
invititational meet in Wichita
Kan.
'

th e Harding t eam finished closer
to h is team t han any ot her small
college team this year. He gave
the Bisons a good chance t o beat
Em poria State, Kansas, who
finished second in last year's
nation al meet.
In Memphis Saturday
Saturday will fin d t he Bisons
facing Memphis St a te and Murray State, Ky., in Memphis in a
meet t hat is expected to be quite
close and one that will be a big
one for the Bisons if t hey can win
it.

Intramural Race Nov. 18

Harding's intramural h arriers
will get their chance to perform
next Wednesday, Nov. 18. The
annual cross country run will be
a four o'clock a nd last year's
Ellingwood Shines
¥tinner, Don Babb, and ru nnerup
The really bright spot for t he Rob Barber will probably parlocal harriers was the fine run- ticipate.
ning of freshman Ken Ellingwood .
Although finishing eleventh in
the field, t h e freshman from Ft.
VOLSKWAGEN FOR S~E :
Wayne, Ind., ran his best race of
Red, sun-roof, 1962, good
t he season in leading all t he
condition. Call CH 5-5178 or
Harding men.
CH 5-5262. Can be seen at
Cliff Clark, co-champion of the
120 Cloverdale.
AIC and Harding's fleet-footed
number-one man, was bothered
by a bad leg and could only finish !llJlllllll lllC llllllllllllC lllll lllllllUllllllllllllClllllllllUlll~
far back in the pack. Clark's leg
is improving and should be in
~
fine shape for the national meet ~
Nov. 28.

Hard ing Finishes

~

i

CATO'S
~
Barber Shop

~

i

~

~

I

Second for Hardin g was Jerry
J . T. Cato, T. G. Moss
Baker; then came Bobby Smith
§
~
Phil Merrell, Jerry Brown, Cliff
F. C. Townsend
~
Clark and Robert Clark. Redshirt
=
Phil Griffin also ran well for the
l 09 W est Market
Bisons, finishing between Smith ~
5
and Merrell.
Searcy, Arkan sas
~
The Fort Hays coach, commenting on the meet, remarked that 311111U1lllllDllllllllllllCllllllllllllDllllllllllllClllllllllllllt~
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You ' re Always Welcome at the

MAYFAIR HOTEL
Private Parties our Specialty
3 Dining Rooms At Your Disposal

l 03 NORTH SPRING

CH 5-468 1

Phone CH 5-9703
MAIN AND PLEASANT STS.

SHOP IN MODERN CONVEN IENCE

Radio & Television Servicenter
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
" A rka nsas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
CH 5-2893

l 20 l EAST RACE

**

*

WHITE COUNTY LANES
Join Intramural Program
Bowl 11 3 " Games for $1.00 anytime when in
this program
We welcome Freshman and Transfer Students

220 2 East Race
CH 5-2242
Enjoy America 's No . 1 Participating Family Sport

• Love Bright Diamond Rings
Th e Reg istered Diam onds t hat Assu re you of
Perm anent Val ue Always
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Be Th rifty
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• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg
Two Watch Repairmen fo r the Finest in
Jewe lry and Watch Repair

!

Parrish Jewelry

•I

Court Square

i
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Studies piling up?
Pause. Have a Coke.
Coca-Cola - with a lively Iift
and never too sweet, refreshes best.
things

go

b~~th

Coke
............

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola company by 1

SEARCY I ARKANSAS
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

-

